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Unemployment Reserves
E M P L O Y M E N T reserves as a corUNrective
of the present economic de-

pression are being advocated, debated,
scorned and berated by legislators, social
economists, labor leaders, and various
others. But as yet little has been heard
from the consumer, who always pays.
Being unorganized and having no official
spokesman, probably nothing will be heard
from him unless he awakes to the fact that
he has been saddled with an incubus, and
individually begins writing "letters to the
editor."
Considering this matter, one is reminded
of school-day problems in arithmetic. "If
six men can do a piece of work in four days,
how long will it take one man to do it?"
Anyone who ponders that question in its
application to unemployment reserves,
scarcely may escape a conviction concerning them.
Paraphrasing the foregoing question, one
might propound another, viz.: "If a certain amount of individual purchasing
power can be developed out of a piece of
work which one man could do in twentyfour days, and there are six men seeking
work, which would be the more desirable
from every point of view, to employ one
man or six?"
Assuming that one man were to be employed, what would be the effect: on him,
on his employer, on the community, and

on the five men who were not employed?
The one man would spend his wages for
food, and shelter, and fuel, and perhaps
clothing. He would be sought by suppliers,
and would be the envy of the other five.
The employer would be the butt of jibes,
subject to threats and perhaps attack from
the unemployed. The benefit to the community would be limited to the comparatively few merchants from whom the one
man would buy. The other five men
would be without means to satisfy the
economic wants of themselves and those
dependent upon them.
How would the five men live? How
would they get food, shelter, and fuel?
Would they get such necessities from the
one working man; from the employer, out
of his own funds, or out of funds which he
might raise by taxing his customers; or
from the local government? Should they
receive these things gratis or in exchange
for their labor, or by way of obligation as
under a loan?
In these questions one finds most of the
troublesome features of unemployment insurance. They are the essential points
which must be considered and they present
the main questions which must be resolved. They may be summed up in one
representative question, "What to do with
workmen in periods of business depression?"
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From the time of John Smith in the Virginia Colony has come down the principle that those who will not work may
not eat. But what shall be said concerning those who will work, but cannot find
work to do? Shall they be left to starve?
Or shall they become objects of charity
and be fed without any obligation, notwithstanding?
The average citizen prefers to work and
earn his way. He despises charity. He
likes independence. He believes in individual effort. He is ready to accept
assistance only if he can do something to
repay the obligation which it carries. But
any prolonged application of a dole system
very well may change the views of the
average citizen.
Any form of assistance to unemployed
workmen which places no obligation for
repayment, either in funds or through
services, on such individuals is inherently
vicious because, if continued, it places the
burden of the many on the shoulders of
a few.
When employers are required by law to
create reserves for unemployment, the
economic effect is to place a tax on consumers. As unemployment increases, the
tax becomes greater; prices become relatively higher; buyers become fewer; business becomes worse. Distaste for work
will tend to increase as it becomes easier
for those who are so inclined to live without working.
The Marxian theory that labor is en-titled to credit for all value in a commodity, of course, is extravagant. But
there is much truth in the contention that
purchasing power is developed only through
labor. How does one get funds for the
satisfaction of human wants without labor,
except previously he has worked, or some
of his ancestors have worked, and saved a
fund which works in his place and provides
him with income?
Why then does not the solution of the
problem of unemployment rest in developing methods of finding or creating work to
be done, and apportioning such work
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equitably among those who must have
work in order to live?
Finding or creating work is an abstract
suggestion which needs something further
by way of suggestion to make it practicable. Nebulous though the idea may appear, it does seem that any practicable plan
must have as its central means some
scheme for pooling or guiding projects requiring labor, in order that the projects
may be expanded or contracted as needed.
There would need to be, apparently, some
centrally controlled arrangement for making labor elastic and fluid. Without drawing heavily on the imagination, one can see
possibilities along these lines through local
guilds and trade associations linked up
with some central national body, through
divisional organization, which would correlate the activities of geographical units.
In the last analysis, it may be granted that
nothing short of Federal guidance would
suffice to make the plan effective.
But no one should receive anything gratis
under the economic scheme. Charity, if
necessary and deserving, should issue from
charitable agencies, designed, organized,
and operating as such. The funds necessary to finance and maintain the economic
organization should be contributed by
those who enjoy the benefits thereof, each
according to his means and benefits derived. The contribution, or tax, or whatever one may choose to call the levy, should
be borne by labor, as well as capital,
whether directly or indirectly. No one
can prevent corporations, or wealthy individuals, from indulging in philanthropy.
But philanthropy should not be forced
on them.
The millennium has not arrived. History merely is being repeated in the present
depression. Experience, however, in dealing with periods of depression in the past
should afford some guidance in avoiding or
in mitigating future lapses in prosperity.
Intelligent thought on the part of those
qualified to consider the problem and suggest ways of improving matters is more
needed than sentimental urging of meas-
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ures which perhaps would defeat the happiness and comfort of those whom they are
designed to benefit.
Unemployment reserves are a matter to
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be dealt with, if at all, by specific organizations. Legislation compelling all to respond to the idea will not, in our opinion,
have the desired effect.

